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Abstract 
RetentionRofR finesRandRfillersRhasRalwaysRbeenRaRconcernRinRtheRpaperR industry.R ThereRhasR
beenR manyR differentR typesR ofR retentionR aidsR inR theR past,R butR theyR lackR performanceR underR theR
vigorousRconditionsR inR today'sRpaperRmills.R HighR shearR forcesRassociatedRwithRhighR speedR paperR
machinesRdestroysRfloesRcreatedRwithRconventionalRretentionRaidsRleavingR themRuseless.R TheRinfluxR
ofRrecycledRmaterialsRintoRtheRmillRbroughtRalongRwithRitRhighRfinesRcontentRandRaRlotRofRanionicRtrashR
whichRreadilyR reactsRwithRcationicRpolymers.R Consequently,R theRdosageRmustRbeR increasedRwhichR
canR leadR toR poorR formationR andR increasedR chemicalR cost.R AR newR retentionR aidR wasR neededR toR
combatR theseR problems.R MicroparticleR retentionR systemsR wereR developedR byR aR groupR ofR
papermakers,Rscientist,RandRprocessRcontrolRexpertsRinRtheRlateR1970's.R ARdramaticRimprovementRinR
retentionR andR drainageR wasR achieved,R whichR allowedR higherR fillerR loading,R increasedR machineR
speeds,RandRbetterRformation.R ToRthisRdate,R continuingR researchRisRbeingRdoneRonRtheRimprovementR
ofRmicroparticleRretentionRaidsRasRwellRasRdevelopingRnewRretentionRaids.R
ThisR paperR dealsR withR microparticleR retentionR systemsR inR aR differentR way.R Normally,R theR
dosageR ofR microparticle,R anionicR silicaR inR thisR research,R toR theR systemR isR onR aR weightR basis,R i.e.,R
poundsRofRmicroparticleRperRtonRofRpaper.R InRthisRstudy,RsilicaRdosageRwillRbeRdoneRonRaRsurfaceRareaR
basis.R SilicaR particlesR haveR aR veryR highR specificR surfaceR area,R whichR canR rangeR anywhereR fromR
aroundR500Rm½ toR 1200Rm½ . UsingRthisRinformationRandRtheRtypicalRdosageRrateRonRaRweightRbasis,R
aR surfaceR areaR dosageR canR beR calculated.R ForR example,R 600 m½ X 1.0 11/,011 =R272,155 m¼,, andR
1200 m½ XR0.5 11/,0,,X272,155 '"/2,, . BothRgiveRtheRsameRsurfaceRareaRdosage,R butRdifferentRonlyRhalfR
ofR theRweightRbasisRdosageR isRneededR forRtheRhighRsurfaceRareaRsilica.R Therefore,R theRobjectiveRofR
thisR thesisR isR.toR testR theRhypothesisR thatRequivalentRretentionRwillR beR obtainedRwhenRequalRsurfaceR
areaRdosageRisRappliedRtoRtheRsystem.R
AR twoR level,R threeR variableR factorialRdesignRwasRusedR toR testR theReffectsRofRsurfaceRareaRofR
microparticle,RsurfaceRareaRdosage,RandRpolymerRdosage.R TwoRdifferentRfurnishesRwereRused,RaRfineR
paperRgradeRandRaRwoodRcontainingRgrade.R BothRgradesRareRsimilarRtoRthoseRfoundRinRindustry.R AllR
retentionR studiesRwereR carriedR outR usingR aR BrittR DynamicR DrainageR Jar.R PercentR finesR andR ashR
retentionRwasRmeasured.R
TheRresultsR forR theRfineRpaperR furnishRshowedRnoRconclusiveR trendsRotherR thanRanReffectRofR
polymerR dosageR onR finesR retention.R TheR variabilityR inR theR systemRwasRextremelyRhigh.R TheRwoodR
containingR furnish,R howeverR showedR severalR promisingR results.R Again,R theR polymerR dosageRwasR
foundR toR haveR aR largeR effectR onR theR system.R ThereR wasR anR interactionR betweenR surfaceR areaR
dosageRandRpolymerRdosage.R AtRlowRpolymerRdosages,R theRsurfaceRareaRdosageRhadRanReffectRonR
retention,R butR atR highR polymerR dosage,R thereR wasR notR anR improvedR retentionR responseR asR theR
surfaceRareaRdosageRincreased.R Finally,R theRwoodRcontainingR furnishR followedR theRhypothesisRthatR
equivalentRretentionRwillRbeRobtainedRatRequalRsurfaceRareaRdosage.R
ManyR chemicalRsuppliersRprideR themselvesRonR theR highRsurfaceRareaR ofR theirR microparticleR
andRtheRimprovedRperformanceRitRoffers.R TheRresultsRofRthisRthesisRshowRthatRthisRmayRnotRbeRexactlyR
true.R TheRdosageRneededRtoRgetRtheRsameRretentionRwithRaRhighRsurfaceRareaRmicroparticleRmayRbeR
less,R butRnotRnecessarilyR improvedRperformance.R IfR retentionRcouldRbeRmeasuredRasRaRfunctionRofR
surfaceR areaR addedR toR theR systemR perR tonR ofR paper,R aR millR couldR determineR whatR isR theR mostR
economicalR microparticleR toR use.R ForR example,R aR supplierR couldR supplyR aR lowR surfaceR areaR
microparticleR atR aR veryR lowR price,R whileR theR anotherR supplierR isR offeringR aR highR surfaceR areaR
microparticleRatRanRextremelyRhighRprice.R TheRmillRwouldRhaveRtoRuseRaRlotRmoreRofRtheRlowRsurfaceR
areaRmicroparticleRtoRgetRtheRretentionRtheyRwant,RbutRitRstillRmayRbeRmoreReconomical.R
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Introduction 
The paper industry is a water intensive industry. Paper cannot be made without 
the use of water. A large fully integrated paper mill with a wood yard, pulp mill and 
several paper machines uses approximately 35 million gallons of water per day (1 ). 
Since paper mills use so much water, they are a target of many water regulations. To 
help meet these regulations, paper mills want to retain as much of the fiber, filler, and 
additives used in the paper making process without losing quality. Another driving force 
behind improving retention is the conversion of acid papermaking to alkaline 
papermaking. There are economic, as well as quality issues behind converting to 
alkaline papermaking. Some of these benefits include reduced raw material cost 
through higher filler loading, increased permanence of the sheet, and a less corrosive 
operating system (2). To achieve these benefits, high retention of the filler must be 
recognized. Microparticle retention systems were developed to meet these 
requirements. 
Retention on the paper machine is defined two ways, overall retention and first­
pass retention. Overall retention is defined as the amount of fibers, fillers, and additives 
retained in the finished paper sheet divided by the amount added to make up the stock 
(3). First-pass retention is the amount of fibers, fillers, and additives retained in the wet 
sheet divided by the amount of stock from the headbox (3). Paper quality and paper 
machine operations are more affected by first-pass retention (4). The paper industry is 
heading towards full closure of the water system on paper machines, which means all 
the water used in the paper making process is recirculated back around and reused 
without any treatment. This is done to reduce the amount of water used by the mill and 
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thus>reduce>the>amount>of>effluent.> Before>the>water>system>on>a>paper>machine>can>
be>closed,>the>retention>must>be>very>high,>otherwise>paper>properties>will>be>adversely>
affected>as>will>the>runnability.>A>low>level>of>first-pass>retention>means>a>lot>of>furnish>
materials>are>being>recirculated>through>the>white>water>system.> This>leads>to>poor>
paper>properties>and>runnabilty>problems.> Therefore,>good>first-pass>retention>is>the>
basis>for>closure>of>the>water>system>in>the>paper>mill>and>thus>reduced>effluent.>
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When>studies>in>retention>and>retention>response>are>done,> the>basis>used>for>
measuring>the>amount>of>microparticle>added>to>the>system>is>done>on>a>weight>basis.>
For>example,>a>typical>addition>rate>found>in>industry>is>0.5>- 1.0>pounds>of>microparticle>
per>ton>of>paper.> This>can>be>converted>to>a>surface>area>basis>by>multiplying>the>
weight>basis>addition>rate>by>the>specific>surface>area>of>the>silica.> After>unit>
conversions,> the>product>is>surface>area,> in>square>meters,>per>ton>of>paper.> An>
example>is>given>in>table> 1> below.>
Surface Area Example 
Surface Area of Silica Dosage Rate Surface Area Dosage 
600 m/2 1.0 11/,0,. 272,155 m/2,, 
1200"'½ 0.5 '1/,011 272,155 m/2,, 
Table 1 
The>objective>of>this>thesis>is>to>test>the>hypothesis>that>equivalent>retention>will>
be>recognized>if>equal>surface>area>of>silica>is>added>to>the>system,>but>using>silica>with>
different>specific>surface>areas.> In>other>words,> to>show>that>it>is>surface>area>and>not>
weight>of>silica>that>controls>retention.> If>this>hypothesis>is>found>to>be>true,> it>would>
imply>that>silica>size>and>shape>does>not>have>a>significant>effect>on>the>retention>
system.> The>second>objective>is>to>verify>that>retention>will>increase>as>higher>dosages>
of>silica,>on>a>surface>area>per>ton>of>paper>basis,> is>added>to>the>system.>
Background and Theoretical 
The>first>generation>of>a>retention>aid>is>papermakers>alum,>Al2(S04)3.> At>a>
slightly>acidic>pH,> alum>can>hydrolyze>to>form>an>ionic>polymer>which>serves>as>a>
retention>aid.> This>aluminum>polymer>has>a>significant>flocculation>effect,>which>
improves>retention.> The>mechanism>by>which>this>occurs>is>bridging.> The>polymer>
bridges>from>particle>to>particle>and>thereby>forming>large>floes.> Alum>is>very>sensitive>
to>changes>in>pH>though.> With>many>paper>machines>converting>from>acid>paper>
making>to>neutral>or>alkaline>paper>making,> alum>is>not>as>effective>as>a>retention>aid.>
Another>down>fall>of>alum>is>its>poor>floe>strength.> When>the>fibers,> fillers,> etc.>are>
flocculated,> these>floes>are>not>very>resistant>to>shear>forces.> Today's>high>speed>
machines>have>very>high>shear>forces>associated>with>them.> This>generally>renders>
alum>ineffective>as>a>retention>aid.> Alum>is>still>good>for>neutralizing>the>system>though>
and>even>serves>as>a>promoter>in>microparticle>retention>systems.> Therefore,>alum>will>
be>used>in>the>paper>industry>for>a>long>time>to>come.>
The>next>generation>of>retention>aid>is>single>polymer>systems.> This>system>was>
designed>specifically>for>retention>improvements,> unlike>alum>which>was>found>to>
improve>many>things>in>the>wet>end>of>the>paper>machine.> The>single>polymer>system>
uses>a>cationically>charged>polymer.> There>are>two>mechanism>by>which>these>
retention>aids>work,>depending>on>the>molecular>weight>of>the>polymer>and>the>charge>
density.> The>first>mechanism>is>bridging.> The>bridging>mechanism>uses>a>high>
molecular>weight>polymer>with>a>low>charge>density.> In>the>paper>making>process,> the>
furnish>is>predominately>anionic> in>charge.> Therefore,>when>a>cationic>polymer>is>added>
to>the>system,> it>adsorbs>onto>the>fibers>and>other>anionic>particles.> Since>a>long>chain>
polymer>with>low>charge>density>is>used,> it>loosely>adsorbs>to>the>surface>of>the>
particles.> This>allows>for>parts>of>the>polymer>to>extend>from>the>surface>of>the>particle>
and>attract>other>anionically>charged>particles,> thus>causing>flocculation.>
The>second>mechanism>involved>in>single>polymer>systems>is>patching,>which>
incorporates>a>low>molecular>weight>polymer>with>high>charge>density.> This>type>of>
3>
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polymerCadsorbsCtightlyCtoCtheCsurfaceCofCtheCanionicCparticle,CessentiallyCchangingCtheC
localCchargeCofCtheCparticleCtoCaCpositiveCcharge.C TheseCcationicC"patches"CattractCanionicC
particlesCandCformCionicCbondsCwithCthem.C ItCisCimportantCthatCtheCentireCsurfaceCofCtheC
particlesCareCnotCcoveredCbyCtheCpolymersCorCtheCretentionCaidCwillCbeCrenderedCuseless.C
ThisCmechanismCisCnotCasCeffectiveCasCtheCbridgingCmechanismCdueCtoCveryCweakCfloes.C
SingleCpolymerCsystemsCareCgenerallyCusedConCslowerCpaperCmachinesCwithClowerC
shearCforces.C TheCfloesCformedCbyCtheseCretentionCaidsCareCnotCveryCstrong.C TheyCare,C
however,C strongerCthanCtheCfloesCformedCbyCalum.C TheCretentionCdropsCsignificantlyC
whenCshearCforceCisCappliedCtoCtheCfloes.C WhenCtheCfloesCundergoCshearCforces,C theCfloesC
breakupCandCdoCnotCreformCveryCwell.C Generally,C theCfloesCthatCdoCreformCareCformedCbyC
theCpatchingCmechanism.C TheyCareCalsoCnotCveryCsensitiveCtoCpHCfluctuationsCeither,C
whichCallowsCthemCtoCbeCusedCinCacid,Cneutral,CandCalkalineCpaperCmakingCconditions.C
TheCnextCgenerationCofCretentionCaidsCusedCisCdualCcomponentCorCdualCpolymer.C
DualCcomponentCretentionCaidsChaveCbeenCdevelopedCtoCgiveCimprovedCstrengthCtoCtheC
floes,C thusCimprovingCretentionCwhenChigherCshearCforcesCareCapplied.C TheseCsystemsC
consistCofCaCtwoCstepCadditionCofCpolymers.C FirstCaCcationic,C lowCmolecularCweightC
polymerCwithChighCchargeCdensityCisCadded.C ThisCbondsCtoCtheCanionicCparticlesCinCtheC
furnish,CeffectivelyCchangingCtheClocalCsurfaceCchargeCtoCpositive.C ThisCisCveryCmuchClikeC
theCpatchingCmechanismCdiscussedCearlier.C AnCanionic,ChighCmolecularCweightCpolymerC
withClowCchargeCdensityCisCthenCaddedCtoCinduceCflocculationCbyCformingCbridgesCbetweenC
cationicCpatches.C ThisCtypeCofCbondingCbetweenCparticlesCisCstrongerCthanCtheCsingleC
polymerCmechanism.C StrongCionicCbondsCareCformedCatCtheCsiteCwereCtheCanionicC
polymerCmeetsCtheCcationicCpatch.C TheseCbondsCareCstrongerCthanCdirectlyCbondingCaC
cationicCpolymerCtoCtheCparticle,CasCinCtheCsingleCpolymerCmethod.C
AsCwithCsingleCparticleCretentionCsystems,C theCfloesCformedCareCsubjectedCtoCshearC
forces.C WhileCtheseCfloesCareCinitiallyCquiteCstrongCandCdoCexhibitCaCreformationCofCfloesC
afterCshearCforces,C theyCareCconsiderableCweakerCthanCtheCoriginalCfloes.C OnChighCspeedC
machines,C theCfurnishCisCexposedCtoChighCshearCforcesCasCtheCwebCpassesCoverCeachCfoil.C
The bonds formed with single and dual polymer retention aids cannot withstand these 
forces and retention is lost. 
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The newest form of retention aid is the microparticle system. Microparticle 
retention aids work similar to dual polymer systems. First, a cationic polymer of high 
molecular weight and high charge density is added under low shear conditions. This 
allows the polymer to adsorb onto the surface of the fibers or particles (5). For optimum 
retention, the entire fiber and particle is covered (6). This changes the entire surface 
charge of the particles to cationic and effectively the entire system. After a short 
retention period, the paper furnish is put under high shear to break up any flocculation. 
Just prior to the headbox, the microparticle is added. The microparticle, most 
commonly bentonite or silica, is anionically charged and has a very high specific surface 
area. Allied Colloids makes a colloidal silica which has a surface area of 1200 m½ (7). 
This high surface area gives the microparticle a very high charge density, which allows 
for more bonding sites with the cationic polymer added earlier. This produces very 
strong floes, which have been found to reform very quickly after shear forces break 
them up (5). The floes that reform are small and even stronger than the original floes, 
which lead to excellent first-pass retention, formation, and drainage. 
Figures 1 through 4 show the mechanisms of microparticle retention systems. 
Figure 1 shows the addition of the cationic polymer or cationic polyacrylamide (CPAM). 
In figure 2, large scale flocculation has occurred by the bridging mechanism. The floes 
that form here are a good representation of what a single polymer system would look 
like. The large floes can lead to poor formation though. Figure 3 shows the system 
after a shear field has been applied and the floes are broken up. Finally, in figure 4, the 
anionic silica is added to the system and reflocculation occurs. The size of the floes that 
form in this stage are much smaller and since silica particles are readily available in the 
system, the floes will reform very quickly after shear is applied. 
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Experimental Procedures 
Experimental Design 
A1two1level,1 three1variable1factorial1design1was1used1in1the1design1of1the1thesis.1
The1variables1include1surface1area1of1silica,1addition1rate1or1dosage1of1silica1on1a1
surface1area1per1ton1of1paper1basis,1and1finally1polymer1dosage.1 Table121shows1the1
variables1and1the1dosage1rates1that1apply1to1each.1 Table121also1shows1the1runs1
necessary1to1cover1every1variable1in1the1experiment.1
Trial Design to Measure the Effects of Silica Surface Area 
Variable 
Type of Silica (T) 
Target Surface Area (S) 
Dosage of Polyacrylamide (P)
Run# (T)ype
I -
2 + 
3 -
4 + 
5 -
6 + 
7 -
8 + 
Low(-) 
soom½ 
m2/41 00,000 ton 
0 .5 lbfton 
Variables 
(S)urface area
-
-
+ 
+ 
-
-
+ 
+ 
High(+) 
12oom½ 
m2/4400,000 ton 
I¾_ 1.0 ton 
(P)olvmer
-
-
-
-
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
Table 2 
The1runs1were1run1in1triplicate1to1give1repeatability.1 This1allows1a1significant1
amount1of1statistical1analysis1to1be1done1on1the1data.1 The1interactions1between1the1
variables1are1easily1interpreted.1 Figure151gives1a1graphical1representation1of1the1
factorial1design.1 The1interactions1can1be1visualized1by1drawing1a1plane1between1two1
sides.1 For1example,1 the1interaction1between1microparticle1surface1area1dosage1and1
microparticle1type1would1be1the1plane11-2-3-4.1
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Figure 5 
All;drainage;test;were;carried;out;in;the;Britt;Dynamic;Drainage;Jar.; Two;
different;stocks;were;chosen;for;this;experiment,; the;first;is;a;fine;paper;grade;stock;
and;the;second;is;a;wood-containing;grade.;
Materials 
Furnish 1. Below;is;a;list;of;materials,;which;make;up;the;fine;paper;grade;stock.;
Fine Paper Grade Makedown 
Composition Material Freeness (csf) 
80% Hardwood 350-400
20% Softwood 350-400
15% PCC 
2 lb./ton AKO 
Table 3 
11 
The;hardwood;pulp;used;in;this;experiment;is;fully;bleached;kraft;dry-lap;pulp;and;the;
softwood;is;fully;bleached;kraft;dry-lap;pulp.; The;dry;pulp;will;be;disintegrated;and;
beaten,;separately,; according;to;TAPPI;standard;T-200;to;a;Canadian;Standard;
Freeness;of;350;- 400;csf.; The;two;pulps;were;then;combined;to;give;the;80/20;
hardwood;to;softwood;ratio.; Filler,;precipitated;calcium;carbonate;(PCC);at; 15%;
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solids,GwasGthenGbaseGloadedGtoGtheGfurnishGtoGaGfillerGconcentrationGofG15%GonGtotalG
solids.G TheGfurnishGwasGthenGdilutedGdownGtoG0.5%Gconsistency.G AKO,GsuppliedGbyG
EkaGChemicalsGunderGtheGnameGKeydimeGC222,GwasGthenGaddedGtoGtheGfurnishGatGaG
dosageGofG2Glb./ton.G TheGfurnishGwasGkeptGunderGconstantGagitationGusingGaGLightningG
mixer.G ThisGtypeGofGfurnishGwasGchosenGtoGsimulateGtheGtypicalGfine-paperGfurnishGusedG
inGtheGUnitedGStatesG(8).G
Furnish 2. InGtableG4GbelowGisGaGlistGofGmaterials,GwhichGmakeGupGtheGwoodGcontainingG
gradeGstockG(9).G
Wood Containing Grade Makedown 
Composition Material Freeness (est) 
50% Groundwood 115 
40% Hardwood 350-400
10% Softwood 350-400
10% Calcined Clay 
15 lb./ton Wet End Starch 
~20Ib./ton Alum 
Table 4 
TheGgroundwoodGusedGinGthisGexperimentGwasGrecycledGnewsprintGsuppliedGbyG
WesternGMichiganGUniversity.G TheGnewsprintGwasGrecycledGinGtheGpilotGplantsGBlackG
ClawsonGHydrapulper.G TheGstockGwasGthenGrunGthroughGtheGforwardGcleanersGinGtheG
pilotGplant.G NoGfurtherGmodificationsGwereGmadeGtoGtheGstock.G TheGfreenessGwasG115G
est.G TheGhardwoodGandGsoftwoodGstockGwasGtakenGfromGtheGbatchGpreparedGaboveGinG
furnishG 1.G TheGappropriateGamountsGofGeachGstockGwasGtakenGtoGobtainGtheGpercentG
compositionGofGtheGfinalGfurnishGmentionedGinGtheGtableGabove.G TheGfurnishGwasGthenG
dilutedGdownGtoG0.5%GconsistencyGandGagitatedGwithGaGLightningGmixer.G DryGcalcinedG
clayGwasGthenGaddedGtoGtheGfurnishGunderGhighGshearGforGseveralGminutesGandGthenG
I 
I 
returnedMtoMnormalMagitation.M Next,MHICATM543Mpotato/cornMstarchMwasMaddedMtoMtheM
mixture.M TheMprocedureMforMcookingMtheMstarchMcanMbeMfoundMinMappendixM1.M FinallyM
alumMwasMaddedMtoMbringMtheMpHMofMtheMstockMdownMtoM5.0.M
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Cationic polymer. AMmediumMchargeMdensity,MmediumMmolecularMweightMcationicM
polyacrylamideM(CPAM),MsuppliedMbyMAlliedMColloidsMunderMtheMnameMPercolM175,MwasM
usedMasMtheMpolymerMinMthisMstudy.M TheMorderMofMadditionMofMtheMpolymer,M asMwellMasMtheM
microparticleMwillMbeMdiscussedMbelowMinMtheMretentionMmeasurementsMsection.M ThisM
polymerMwasMchosenMtoMrepresentMtheMaverageMchargeMdensityMandMmolecularMweightM
polymerMusedMinMmicroparticleMretentionMsystemMinMtheMUnitedMStatesM(10).M SomeMmillsM
useMaMlow,Mmedium,M orMhighMchargeMdensityMCPAM,MdependingMonMwhatMtheyMfindMworksM
bestMforMthereMparticularMmillM(10).M
Microparticle. AnionicMsilicaMwasMusedMasMtheMmicroparticleMinMthisMthesis.M TwoM
differentMtypesMofMsilicaMwillMbeMused.M TheMfirst,M suppliedMbyMEkaMChemicalsMcalledM
BMA-0,MhadMaMsurfaceMareaMofM500m2/gMandMtheMsecond,MsuppliedMbyMAlliedMColloidsM
underMtheMnameMParticol,MwillMhaveMaMsurfaceMareaMofM1200m2/g.M
ItMshouldMbeMnotedMthatMtheMfurnishesMwereMmadeMupMimmediatelyMbeforeMtheM
experimentationMwasMdone.M TheMstockMshouldMsitMforMnoMlongerMthanM2MhoursM(10).M
Retention Measurements 
Britt Jar. RetentionMmeasurementsMwasMcarriedMoutMinMaM"BrittMDynamicMDrainageMJar''M
(BDDJ)MwithMtheMRPMMsetMatM800.M TheMsteelMscreenMtoMbeMusedMwillMhaveMaMmeshM
numberMofM200.M TableM5MshowsMtheMvariablesMofMthisMexperimentMandMwhatMsequenceM
theyMshouldMbeMdoneMin.M TheMfollowingMtableMgivesMaMtimeMlineMofMtheMprocedureMforM
runningMaMsample.M
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Addition Sequence 
Time[sec] 0 20 30 40 
Operation 
Add 500 ml Add Add Take 100ml 
Of stock Polymer Micro particle Sample 
Table 5 
A=100=ml=sample=will=be=collected=in=a=volumetric=flask.= The=remaining=stock=will=be=
discarded=and=the=BDDJ=will=be=disassembled=and=thoroughly=cleaned,=especially=the=
screen.= This=will=be=repeated=for=the=remaining=runs=with=the=appropriate=dosages=of=
polymer=and=microparticle.=
First-pass retention and first-pass ash retention. The=100ml=samples=will=be=filtered=
through=a=pre-weighed=Watman=142=slow=drain=ashless=filter=pad.= The=pad=will=then=
be=placed=in=the=oven=at=105°C=for=approximately=24=hours.= After=drying,= the=pad=will=
be=weighed=and=percent=solids=retained=will=be=calculated.= The=dried=pad=will=then=be=
"ashed"=according=to=TAPP!=standard=T-211=for=PCC=and=T-413=for=clay.= The=percent=
ash=will=then=be=calculated.= From=this=data,= the=first-pass=retention=and=first-pass=ash=
retention=can=be=calculated.=
Results Presentation 
The raw data for this experiment can be found in appendix 3 at the end of this 
report. In table 6 below, an average of the three runs for furnish 1 is given. 
Furnish 1 Results - Average of Three Runs 
Condition Wt. Solids % Fines Standard 52 Wt. Ash Standard 
Number Retained(g) Retention Deviation Retained(g) Deviation 
1 0.022 65.6 10.01 100.19724 0.0083 0.0069 
2 0.028 57.4 9.01 81.26233 0.0131 0.0029 
3 0.034 47.2 6.22 38.65878 0.0143 0.0027 
4 0.020 69.7 11.34 128.59961 0.0111 0.0018 
5 0.017 74.4 3.87 14.99014 0.0082 0.0003 
6 0.018 72.8 6.22 38.65878 0.0065 0.0009 
7 0.016 75.4 3.08 9.46746 0.0046 0.0020 
8 0.013 80.0 1.54 2.36686 0.0046 0.0013 
Base Run 0.083 27.2 0.09 0.0609 0.0006 
Table 6 
The condition number corresponds to the conditions listed in table 2 and figure 5. In 
figure 6, the results are incorporated into the graphical representation of the factorial 
design for easier analysis. 
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In8table87,8 the8effects8of8each8component8are8given.8 These8results8are8calculated8
using8standard8equations8given8for8analyzing8factorial8designed8trials8(10).8
Furnish 1 Main Effects - 0/o Fines Retention 
I I I IMean T � f TS TP I SP I TSP I I 
I I
I 
!67.8 4.36 0.513 15.6 9.23 -2.82 I 3.59 -6.15
S2=51.77514793 I I l !
Standard error =12.9 I I ! 
Table 7 
Each8of8the8letters8represent8the8variables8in8the8experiment8given8in8table82.8 For8
example,8TSP would8mean8the8interaction8between8the8Type8of8silica,8Surface8area8
dosage,8and8Polymer8dosage,8 respectively.8
Figures878and888show8the8effects8of8microparticle8surface8area8on8percent8fines8
retention8at8low8and8high8polymer8dosages,8 respectively.8
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The same format for the presentation of results can be found in the following 
tables and figures for furnish 2. 
Furnish 2 - Average of Three Runs 
Condition Wt. Solids % Fines Standard 52 Wt.Ash Standard 
Number Retained Retention Deviation Retained Deviation 
1 0.028 79.3 0.74 0.5487 0.0877 0.1187 
2 0.027 79.8 1.86 3.4751 0.0234 0.0031 
3 0.020 85.2 1.96 3.8409 0.0240 0.0038 
4 0.018 86.4 2.60 6.7673 0.0211 0.0027 
5 0.014 89.6 1.48 2.1948 0.0203 0.0050 
6 0.015 88.9 2.67 7.1331 0.0178 0.0095 
7 0.014 89.4 2.60 6.7673 0.0197 0.0054 
8 0.015 88.6 1.54 2.3777 0.0203 0.0032 
Base 0.055 59.0 0.01 0.0413 0.0012 
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Figures 10 and 11 can be found on the follow
ing pages. 
In figure 12, the 
interaction betw
een surface area dosage and polym
er dosage is show
n graphically. 
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Discussion of Results 
Furnish 1 
FurnishG1GshowedGhighGvariationGforGbothGpercentGfinesGretentionGandGashG
retention.G TheGvariabilityGinGtheGsystemGwasGveryGhigh.G InGtableG7,G theGeffectsGofGeachG
variableGareGgiven,GasGwellGasGtheGstandardGerror.G IfGtheGstandardGerrorGisGlargerGthanGtheG
quantityGofGtheGeffect,G theGeffectGcannotGbeGconsideredGstatisticallyGsignificant.G IfGtheG
standardGerrorGisGsmallerGthanGtheGquantityGofGtheGeffect,GtheGeffectGisGconsideredGtoGhaveG
anGeffectGonGtheGsystemGandGthisGcanGbeGprovenGstatistically.G ForGfurnishG 1,G theGstandardG
errorGwasGextremelyGlarge,G whichGmeansGtheGvariabilityGinGtheGsystemGwasGlarge.G TheG
standardGerrorGforGfurnishG1GwasG12.9.G SinceGthisGisGlargerGthanGallGtheGeffectsGexceptG
polymerGdosage,G theGonlyGconclusiveGeffectGforGthisGsystemGisGtheGpolymerGdosage.G TheG
polymerGdosageGdidGhaveGaGlargeGeffectGonGtheGsystem.G WhenGitGwasGaddedGtoGtheG
BDDJ,G flocculationGcouldGbeGseen.G
FiguresG7GandG8GshowGtheGeffectsGofGvaryingGtheGsurfaceGareaGofGtheGmicroparticleG
onGpercentGfinesGretention.G TheGblueGlineGrepresentsGaGlowGsurfaceGareaGdosage,GwhileG
theGredGlineGisGhighGsurfaceGareaGdosage.G NoticeGhowGtheGerrorGbarsGoverlap.G ThisG
indicatesGhighGvariabilityGinGtheGsystem.G TheGresultsGdidGnotGfollowGtheGexpectedGtrends.G
AccordingGtoGtheGhypothesisGstatedGinGtheGintroduction,G theGlinesGshouldGbeGparallelGtoGtheG
x-axis.G TheGredGlineGorGhighGsurfaceGareaGdosageGshouldGbeGskewedGupGfromGtheGlow
surfaceGareaGdosage.G Instead,GtheGlowGsurfaceGareaGdosageGdecreasedGuponGadditionGofG
theGhighGsurfaceGareaGmicroparticleGwhileGtheGotherGincreased.G ThisGisGaGfurtherGindicationG
ofGvariabilityGinGtheGsystem.G ThereGshouldGbeGsomeGtrend,GwhetherGitGbeGupGorGdown,GbothG
ofGtheGlinesGshouldGfollowGtheGsameGtrend.G
23 
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Figure;8;showed;somewhat;better;results.; The;change;in;retention;did;not;
increase;or;decrease;more;than;6.1;%.; This;supports;the;hypothesis;that;the;surface;
area;dosage;is;the;controlling;factor;and;not;the;surface;area;of;the;microparticle.; This;
cannot;be;supported;statistically;though;and;it;must;be;considered;to;have;some;
randomness;to;the;results.;
Possible;sources;of;error;for;furnish;1;are;most;likely;due;to;operator;error.; Due;
to;lack;of;experience;using;the;BDDJ,;many;possible;errors;could;have;occurred.; For;
example,; inconsistent;timing;on;the;addition;of;the;polymer;and;microparticle;would;
cause;inaccurate;results;without;any;kind;of;trend;in;the;results.; The;ash;results;had;to;
disregarded;as;well.; Two;of;the;three;repeats;were;lost;during;ashing.; The;procedures;
were;not;followed;precisely.; Caps;were;not;put;on;the;crucibles;after;heating;and;
placing;in;the;desiccator.; A;vacuum;had;been;created;within;the;desiccator;and;when;
the;lid;was;removed,; the;ash;went;flying;all;over.;
Other;sources;of;variability;could;be;due;to;the;furnish.; It;is;difficult;to;say;with;
this;amount;of;data,;but;this;type;of;variability;could;be;inherent;with;fine;paper;furnish;
in;a;laboratory;setting.;
Furnish 2 
Furnish;2;showed;much;better;results;than;furnish;1.; The;variability;in;the;
system;was;dramatically;reduced;in;this;furnish.; As;with;furnish;1,; the;ash;retention;has;
been;omitted;from;the;discussion.; For;some;unknown;reason,; the;weight;of;the;ash;
was;higher;after;being;ashed;in;the;furnace;than;the;weight;of;the;solids;added.; This;
can;be;seen;in;table;8;and;in;the;raw;data;in;appendix;3.; The;weight;of;the;ash;was;
consistently;higher;than;the;weight;of;the;solids;added,; therefore;an;error;in;the;
preparationGofGtheGcruciblesGisGmostGlikelyGtheGcause.G TAPPIGprocedureGTG-413GwasG
followedGexactlyGthoughG(evenGtheGcrucibleGcaps).G
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WhenGlookingGatGtableG9,G theGstandardGerrorGforGfurnishG2GisG1.03.G FollowingGtheG
sameGprocedureGasGinGfurnishG1,G itGcanGbeGsaidGthatGtheGtypeGofGmicroparticleG(surfaceG
areaGofGmicroparticle)GhadGnoGsignificantGeffectGonGtheGsystem.G ThisGisGdifferentGthanGforG
furnishG1.G InGfurnishG1,G theGstandardGerrorGwasGsoGlargeGthatGalmostGallGofGtheGeffectsGwereG
disregarded.G InGfurnishG2Gthough,G theGerrorGisGlowGandGwhenGsomethingGisGfoundGnotGtoG
haveGanGeffectGonGtheGsystem,GitGmustGbeGanalyzed.G TheGeffectGofGtheGtypeGofG
microparticleGisG0.0617,GbutGtheGeffectsGofGtheGsurfaceGareaGdosageGandGpolymerGdosageG
areG3.02GandG6.48,G respectively.G ThisGmeansGtheGsurfaceGareaGandGpolymerGdosageGareG
controllingGtheGretentionGandGnotGtheGtypeGofGmicroparticleGused,GwhichGisGwhatGtheG
hypothesisGstates.G
FigureG1G0GshowsGthisGrelationshipGgraphically.G TheGlowGsurfaceGareaGdosageGisG
lowerGthanGtheGhighGsurfaceGarea,G butGitGisGalmostGparallelGtoGbothGtheGx-axis andGtheGhighG
surfaceGareaGdosage.G WhenGgoingGfromGBMA-0G(lowGsurfaceGareaGmicroparticle)GtoG
ParticolG(highGsurfaceGareaGmicroparticle),G theGchangeGinGretentionGisGlessGthanGtheG
standardGerrorGofG1.03.G Therefore,GthisGchangeGinGretentionGisGcannotGbeGconsideredGtoG
beGsolelyGdueGtoGtheGchangeGinGmicroparticle,GbutGalsoGtoGvariabilityGinGtheGsystem.G FigureG
11GsupportsGthisGsomewhat,GbutGthereGisGnotGeffectGofGsurfaceGareaGdosageGonGretention.G
ReferringGbackGtoGtableG9,G thereGisGaGsignificantGinteractionGbetweenGtheGsurfaceG
areaGandGtheGpolymerGdosageG (labeledGSP).G FigureG12GshowsGthisGrelationshipGasGrelatedG
backGtoGtheGfactorialGdesign.G ItGcanGbeGseenGthatGtheGmicroparticleGdosageGhasGanGeffectG
atGlowGpolymerGdosage,GbutGnotGatGhighGpolymerGdosage.G ThisGcouldGbeGdueGtoGtheG
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polymer over powering the system and causing too much flocculation at high polymer 
levels. This system was not run under high shear conditions, which may have allowed 
the polymer to create floes that were strong enough to withstand the shear forces being 
applied. 
Summary of Results 
Furnish 1 
1. Polymer/dosage/was/the/largest/and/only/effect/that/was/statistically
significant.
2. Variability/in/the/system/was/extremely/high,/ therefore/many/of/the/effects/of
the/variables/had/to/be/dismissed/as/random.
Furnish 2 
1/./ Polymer/dosage/was/had/the/largest/effect/on/the/retention/of/fines./
2. Microparticle/surface/area/had/no/significant/effect/on/the/retention/of/fines.
3. Surface/area/dosage/showed/a/significant/effect/on/the/retention/of/fines.
4. At/high/polymer/dosage,/ surface/area/dosage/showed/no/significant/effect/on
the/retention/of/fines.
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Conclusions 
The@following@conclusions@are@based@on@furnish@2@due@to@the@extremely@high@
variability@in@furnish@1.@ In@addition,@ these@conclusions@may@not@hold@to@be@true@under@
higher@shear@conditions@found@on@high@speed@paper@machines.@
Polymer@dosage@was@found@to@have@the@largest@effect@on@the@retention@of@fines.@
The@retention@increased@as@much@as@12.@7%@when@the@polymer@dosage@was@increased@
from@0.5@lb/ton@to@1.0@lb/ton@and@the@other@variables@were@held@constant.@
Surface@area@dosage@had@an@effect@on@the@retention@of@fines@at@low@polymer@
dosage.@ As@the@surface@area@dosage@was@increased,@ the@retention@increased@by@7.8%.@
This@supports@one@of@the@goals@of@this@thesis,@which@was@to@verify@that@increasing@surface@
area@dosages@would@increase@retention.@ The@surface@area@dosage@did@not@have@a@
significant@effect@on@the@retention@of@fines@at@high@polymer@dosage@though.@ This@is@
believed@to@be@due@to@the@polymer@over@flocculating@the@system@and@creating@floes@that@
are@strong@enough@to@resist@the@shear@forces@applied@by@the@BDDJ@at@800@RPM.@
The@final@and@most@important@conclusion@is@the@effect@of@microparticle@surface@area@
on@the@retention@of@fines.@ The@analysis@of@the@factorial@design@shows@that@the@surface@
area@of@the@microparticle@had@no@significant@effect@on@the@retention.@ This@was@the@main@
hypothesis@for@this@thesis.@ This@means@that@a@low@surface@area@microparticle@can@give@the@
same@retention@as@a@high@surface@area@microparticle,@ but@a@higher@dosage@rate@must@be@
applied.@
Many@chemical@suppliers@pride@themselves@on@the@high@surface@area@of@there@
microparticle@and@the@improved@performance@it@offers.@ The@results@of@this@thesis@show@
that@this@may@not@be@exactly@true.@ The@dosage@needed@to@get@the@same@retention@with@a@
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high/surface/area/microparticle/may/be/less,/ but/not/necessarily/improved/performance./
If/retention/could/be/measured/as/a/function/of/surface/area/added/to/the/system/per/
ton/of/paper,/a/mill/could/determine/what/is/the/most/economical/microparticle/to/use./
For/example,/a/supplier/could/supply/a/low/surface/area/microparticle/at/a/very/low/
price,/while/the/another/supplier/is/offering/a/high/surface_/area/microparticle/at/an/
extremely/high/price./ The/mill/would/have/to/use/a/lot/more/of/the/low/surface/area/
microparticle/to/get/the/retention/they/want,/ but/it/still/may/be/more/economical./
Recommendations 
Below is a list of recommendations based on the results gained from this thesis. 
1. Furnish 1 should be rerun to reduce the variability of the system. The results
should then be compared to furnish 2 to see if similar results are found.
Having to different furnishes with the same results would give added strength·
to the current results. It may also be necessary to develop other furnishes
and run the experiment on them as well to reinforce the conclusions made in
this thesis.
2. Study the interaction between surface area dosage and polymer dosage to
find out why surface area dosage does not have an effect at high polymer
dosage. An optimum dosage of each may be obtained in the analysis.
30 
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Appendix I 
LABORATORY COOKING OF B:MB STARCHES 
EquipmentRequirements
Glass Beaker: 1 liter or smaller 
Magnetic stirring / hot plate 
Thermometer 
Teflon Coated magnetic spinbar 
Weigh out the required amount of starch for a 1 % solution. If moisture content is unknown, 
use an oven dried sample. 
Preweigh the lL, or smaller, beaker then pour the required volume of water into the beaker. 
Distilled or deionized is recommended if possible. 
Set the magnetic stirrer at a high speed then pour the starch into the side of the vortex created 
by the spinner. Increase the stirrer speed as necessary to compensate for any increase in 
viscosity. Tum on the heater to high. 
Insert the thermometer into the beaker and cover with a watch glass or aluminum foil to 
prevent evaporation. 
Reduce the temperature of the hot plate as necessary so as to stop the temperature of the 
solution at 95°C. Cook at 95°C for 20 min. DO NOT ALLOW TO BOIL. 
After 20 min. remove starch from hot plate and allow to cool. The beaker can be submerged 
in water to cool down, but be careful not to temperature shock it or it will break. 
Once cool, check the weight and adjust with distilled or deionized water if required. Pour the 
solution into a plastic beaker and mix (to ensure the water used for weight adjustment is 
mixed in). 
This solution can be refrigerated and used up to 4 days if necessary. 
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PAM POLYMER MAKE DOWN PROCEDURES 
In the past most people made down polymers by adding neat solution to water inside a 
Nalgene bottle and shaking. This is, by far, the simplest method there is and only a balance 
is required. Unfortunately, because the solid polymer is contained in a droplet of oil-based 
carrier solution, shaking does not release all of the polymer chains. The result is that each 
time you perform the procedure not only do you take the chance of "gel balls" forming, you 
may actually have a different content of active polymer for each make down. Patrik 
Simonson (in Sweden) has determined that for the best, most consistent results, high shear 
forces for short periods of time are needed to "break" the polymer emulsion and result in a 
smooth, well dissolved, high viscosity PAM. 
In light of this, we have developed two options for polymer make down, both consistent with 
methods used overseas differing only in the way the person measures the PAM emulsion. 
The first uses gravimetric measuring where as the second uses volummetric. Gravimetric 
will take a little longer and be more precise, where as volummetric will save the most time 
and be the easiest to use in the field. 
Apparatus required is a stirrer that uses a controller with RPM readout (analog or digital); 
Beakers, graduated cylinders and syringes (and possibly a balance) will also be required. Be 
careful, we found that some lab mixers don't get up to 1500 RPM. If you're using that type, 
tum the RPM setting to the highest level and let your solution mix for longer than 1 minute. 
The best setup is a DDJ stirrer, with controller, mounted on a ringstand. This will give you 
the ability to adjust the stirrer to the best height for maximum shear ( which might not be 
achieved using the Britt jar stand). Using the DDJ jar in conjunction with the DDJ stirrer 
will not produce enough shear on polymer near the outer wall, however for large quantities 
( over 500 ml), with the screen removed and with a wide-bladed stirring apparatus use of the 
jar may be possible (make sure the finished product is uniform in smoothness and viscosity). 
If for some reason you don't have the required equipment, as last resort use the shaking 
method for make down. 
In lab testing, we found that best results were achieved when making 250 ml of "strong" 
solution in a 600 ml beaker then making a I 00 ml 0.1 % solution in a 250 ml beaker. 
Gravimetric Make Down 
(Refer to Table 1) 
* 
* 
* 
Based on SOLIDS calculate for a 0.5% (Strong) solution of PAM. 
Weigh the correct amount of water needed into a beaker. 
Zero a balance with a syringe on it, with approximately the right amount of emulsion. 
• 
• 
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Using a DDJ (or like) stirrer set at 1500 RPM, add the emulsion quickly into the 
vortex and stir for 1 min. 
Reweigh the syringe to determine the amount of emulsion delivered . 
From this 0.5% solution further dilution is required for the recommended 0.1 % solution. 
• Once you have calculated the actual concentration of your strong solution,
When Calculating for X 
100 /(%solids)• X = Amount delivered or (RP-96) 100 I (29)* (X)=l 5.60
X=4.52 g/L or 0.45% solution 
recalculate the amount of 0.5% solution needed to achieve a 0.1 % solution. 
Ml' s of solution 
% solutions 
X 
0.1 
or .l.QQ X 
0.45 = .1 
= 0.45 (X) =10 
X =22.2 g, dilute to 100 g 
•
• Weigh out the amount of water and PAM solution necessary into a beaker .Stir for 20 min (10 min. for anionic PAMs) at 500 RPM
Volummetric Make Down 
(Refer to table 1) 
• 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
NOTE: 
Based on SOLIDS calculate for a 0.5% (Strong) solution of PAM . 
Using a Graduated Cylinder (beakers leave too much room for error), measure the 
correct amount of water needed. 
Draw out the amount of emulsion needed using a syringe. 
Using a DDJ (or like) stirrer set at 1500 RPM, add the emulsion quickly into the 
vortex and stir for 1 min. 
Once complete using a dilution factor 1:4, weigh out (or use a cylinder and syringe) 
the amount of water and PAM solution necessary into a beaker. 
Stir for 20 min (10 min. for anionic PAMs) at 500 RPM. 
For dry PAMs heavy stirring is needed for 2 - 3 min. then use 500 RPM for 30 min. If you 
are doing comparison testing with dry and emulsion P AMS, USE THE GRAVIMETRIC 
METHOD, since weight is used for dry PAM calculation. 
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Furnish 1 - Raw Data 
Run# Wt. Pad+Solids Wt. Pad I Wt. Solids I %Fines Retention 1 Wt.Crucible+Ash t Wt. Crucible: 
1-1 0.575 0.559 0.016 75.4 54.7003' 54.6872 
1-2 0.607 0.575 0.032 50.8 53.3909 53.3796 
1-3 0.591 0.553 0.038 41.5 56.0541 56.0422 
1-4 0.561 0.547i 0.0141 78.5 53.6982 53.6874! 
1-5 0.562 0.545! 0.017! 73.8 57.9489 57.9409' 
1-6 0.595 0.573 0.022 66.2 51.6083 51.6013 
1-7 0.561 0.545 0.016! 75.4 l 56.7789 56.7764 
1-8 0.564 0.551 0.013i 80.0 55.3327 55.329 
2-1 0.581 0.559 0.022 66.2 Lost ash due to vacut.m 51.9281 
2-2 0.601 0.580 0.021 67.7 53.905 53.8935 
2-3 0.594 0.564 0.03 53.8 53.4167 53.4029 >-· 
0.028! 2-4 0.583 0.555 56.9 66.196 66.183 
2-5 0.578 0.564 0.014! 78.5 Los! ash due to vacut.m 52.5891 
2-6 0.589 0.575 0.014! 78.5 54.5227 54.51721 
2-7 0.578 0.564 0.014 78.5 54.2247 54.22 
2-8 0.56 0.548! 0.012i 81.5 50.5084 50.5045 
7-1 0.594 0.565 0.029: 55.4 56.3243! 56.3209! 
7-2 0.592 0.562 0.031 53.8 57.7681 57.7517 
7-3 0.592 0.557 0.035; 46.2 58.2848 58.2675 
7-4 0.554 0.5371 0.017! 73.8 54.2761 54.2666 
7-5 0.574 0.555 0.019 70.8 52.6965 52.6881 
7-6 0.577 0.560 0.0171 73.8 52.5779 52.5709 
7-7 0.587 0.569 0.018! 72.3 58.442 58.4355 
7-8 0.569, 0.5551 0.014! 78.5 ; 57.399f 57.3929 
Base Runs 
Run# Wt. Pad+Solids I Wt. Pad I Wt. Solids!% Fines Retentionl Wt.Crucible+Ash ! Wt. Crucible 
5-1 0.6551 0.567 1 0.088: 
5-2 0.6491 0.5651 0.084: 
5-3 0.661 I 0.585i 0.076! 
Fines Fraction 
Run# 
FF-1-1 
Wt. Pad+Solids Wt. Pad Wt. Solids 
1.975 1.54 0.435
%FF= 13.0% 
35% j Lost ash due to vacuum I 53.7597 
29% l 53.6554 f 53.5949 
17% l 50.1477 t 50.0863 
Wt. Ash 
0.0131 
0.0113 
0.0119 
0.0108 
0.008 
0.007 
0.0025 
0.0037 
0.0115 
0.0138 
0.013 
0.0055 
0.0047 
0.0039 -·-
0.0034 
0.0164 
0.0173 --
0.0095 
0.0084 
0.007 
0.0065 
0.0061 
Wt. Ash 
0.0605 
0.0614 
I 
I I I 
I 
I 
I I 
' I l 
I 
I I I 
' I 
I 
I i 
I I f 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! I 
I I I 
I I I I 
I I I 
I j I 
j 
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Furnish 2 - Raw Data 
Run# I Wt. Pad+Solids Wt. Pad Wt. Solids %Fines Retention Wt. Crucible+Ash Wt. Crucible 
3-1 0.578 0.549 0.029 78.5 54.7049 ' 54.4806 1 I l 
3-2 0.578 0.553 0.025 81.5 53.3983 I 53.3720 j I 
3-3 0.596 0.575 0.021 I 84.4 I 56.0579 I 56.0336 
3-4 0.581 0.563 0.018 86.7 53.7031 53.6824 
3-5 0.575 0.559 i 0.016 88.1 i 53.7748 53.7566 
3-6 0.572 0.560 0.012 91.1 51.6060 51.5968 
3-7 0.584 0.570 0.014 89.6 · 56.7899 56.7728 
3-8 0.575 0.558 0.017 87.4 55.3447 I 55.3262 j 
4-1 0.579 0.551 0.028 79.3 51.9451" 51.9163 l
4-2 0.598 0.568 0.030 77.8 50.7970 50.7734 !
4-3 0.597 0.580 0.017 87.4 53.4188 53.3912 
4-4 0.590 0.575 0.015 88.9 66.1980 66.1740 i 
4-5 0.580 0.568 0.012 i 91.1 52.4275 52.4015 
4-6 0.579 0.560 0.019 85.9 54.5293 54.5013 
4-7 0.594 0.576 0.018 86.7 54.2302 54.2043 
4-8 0.565 0.549 0.016 88.1 50.5166 50.4926 
8-1 0.583 0.556 0.027 ' 80.0 56.3267 56.3168 I 
8-2 0.564 0.537 0.027 I 80.0 57.7683 57.7481 ! I ' 
8-3 0.600 0.578 0.022 83.7 58.2814 58.2614 
8-4 0.565 0.543 0.022 83.7 54.2823 54.2637 
8-5 0.576 0.562 0.014 ' 89.6 52.6966 52.6798 
8-6 0.585 0.571 0.014 89.6 52.5801 52.5639 
8-7 0.582 0.571 0.011 91.9 58.4437 58.4275 
8-8 0.567 0.554 0.013 I 90.4 I 57.4042 57.3858 '
Base Runs 
Run# ! Wt. Pad+Solids I Wt. Pad I Wt. Solids! %Fines Retention I Wt.Crucible+Ash I Wt. Crucible I
6-1 I 0.627i 0.565 0.0621 
6-2 ! 0.6251 0.575 0.051 I 
6-3 ! 0.6171 0.563 0.0541 
Fines Fraction 
Wt. Pad+Solids Wt. Pad Wt. Solids 
1.915 1.57 0.345 
1.921 1.54 0.381 
Avg.= 0.363 
%FF= 27.4% 
54.07% 57.9833 57.9411 
62.96% 53.6371 53.5953 
60.00% 50.1273 50.0873 
Wt. Ash 
0.2243 
0.0263 
0.0243 
0.0207 
0.0182 
0.0092 
0.0171 
0.0185 
0.0288 
0.0236 
0.0276 
0.0240 
0.0260 
0.0280 
0.0259 
0.0240 
0.0099 
0.0202 
0.0200 
0.0186 
0.0168 
0.0162 
0.0162 
0.0184 
Wt. Ash 
0.0422 
0.0418 
0.0400 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I I I 
l 
I l ' 
l 
f 
- I 
I I 
,~ I 
I I I I ' 
l I 
I 
. 
I 
i j 
I-
